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Many researchers have studied second language (L2) speech perception in terms of 
the perceptual assimilation into first language (L1) sound categories. However, this 
approach does not always show whether L2 learners perceive and weigh individual 
acoustic cues in the same way as native speakers, when they show native-like identi-
fication/discrimination of L2 sound contrasts. This issue raises a question especially 
in the perception of place contrasts which have 2 important cues; a consonant and the 
adjacent formant transitions. The current study examines if the superficial native-like 
perception of L2 place contrasts indicates the native-like perception of the individual 
cues and their optimal weighting, by focusing on the perception of English voiceless 
labiodental and dental fricatives (/f/-/θ/) by Japanese native speakers. The experimen-
tal results showed that though Japanese native speakers did not perceive a fricative 
cue as accurately as English native speakers, the two groups were not different in 
terms of cue weighting. The paper discusses the results in terms of methodological 






     This chapter introduces the overview of the current work. The chapter starts 
with a statement of focus and aims of the current study. The research questions are 
presented with brief background issues and how they could contribute to the investi-
gation of larger issues. The chapter finally illustrates a structure of the dissertation. 
 
1.1 Focus of the Study 
     A number of studies have shown that L2 learners differ from native speakers in 
various aspects of speech perception. Especially, a failure to pay attention to appropri-
ate acoustic cues causes perceptual problems in L2 learners. For example, it is known 
that Japanese native speakers have difficulties in discriminating the English /r/-/l/ con-
trast (Best & Strange, 1992). Iverson and colleagues (2003) found that in the percep-
tion of English /r/-/l/ contrast, Japanese native speakers tend to assign greater percep-
tual weight to the change in F2 than in F3, while English native speakers categorise /r/ 
and /l/ primarily based on the F3 dimension. Thus, in order for Japanese native speak-
ers to obtain reliable native-like perception of English /r/-/l/, it is necessary to direct 
their attention to the change in F3 and reduce the perceptual reliance on F2. Flege’s 
Speech Learning Model (SLM) suggests that the ability to learn speech is intact 
throughout life and L2 learners can actually learn L2 sound categories by shifting 
their perceptual attention (Flege, 1995). 
     However, even if L2 learners show the accurate perception of L2 sound con-
trasts, it does not always indicate native-like use of acoustic cues which could contrib-
ute to the perception of contrastive sound categories. For example, Broersma (2005) 
examined the perception of English word-final voicing contrast /z/-/s/, /v/-/f/, /b/-/p/, 
and /d/-/t/ by Dutch native speakers whose native language have voicing contrast in 
the word-initial and word-medial positions but not in the word-final position. The 
Dutch participants in this study were advanced learners of English. The result of the 
discrimination test showed that Dutch native speakers distinguished word-final voic-
ing as accurately as English native speakers. However, it was also shown that while 
the vocalic duration of the preceding vowel was an important cue for the voicing con-
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trast in English native speakers, Dutch native speakers showed less persistent use of 
the same cue. 
     Broersma (2005) concluded that native-like identification and discrimination 
can be obtained without processing acoustic cues in a native-like way. She also 
pointed out that L2 learners do not care to achieve the native-like use of acoustic cues, 
especially when the resulting perceptual accuracy meets the communicative needs of 
L2 learners. Thus, superficial accurate perception of L2 sounds does not always imply 
native-like processing of acoustic information. 
 
1.2 Research Questions 
     The discrepancy between readily observable native-like perception and na-
tive-like processing of acoustic information raises the following issues in the percep-
tion of L2 consonantal place contrasts. Consonantal place contrasts are usually sig-
nalled by the consonant itself and the formant transitions in the adjacent vowels and 
native speakers assign a certain perceptual weight to each cue to determine the percept 
of the place (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997; Walley & Car-
rell, 1983). The fact that the two important cues are involved in the perception of 
place contrasts raises two questions in the context of L2 speech perception. 
     The first question raised by these issues is whether or not the good perception 
of L2 consonantal place contrasts in consonant-vowel (CV) syllables indicates that L2 
learners show as accurate a perception as native speakers for each cue which could 
contribute to the perception of place contrast. In other words, it is of interest whether 
L2 learners show the same degree of perceptual sensitivity as native speakers to the 
consonant itself and formant transitions in the adjacent vowels. For example, in the 
perception of place contrasts for English stops, a stop burst of 25 ms contains the im-
portant information for the place of articulation (Blumstein & Stevens, 1979). How-
ever, the percept of place is largely affected by the formant transitions of the adjacent 
vowel when listeners hear CV syllables with a stop burst and formant transitions sig-
nalling different places of articulation (Walley & Carrell, 1983). The same perceptual 
weighting was found in the perception of French stops (Bonneau, Djezzar, & Laprie, 
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1996). These studies show that the formant transitions in the adjacent vowels actually 
serve as a more important cue than the stop burst itself in CV syllables, though native 
speakers can identify the place of articulation from the stop burst. For fricatives, the 
role of formant transitions is more variable than in stops depending on place of ar-
ticulation and the number of fricatives in a language, but it does exert a certain impact 
on the perception of place contrasts (e.g., Harris, 1958, Wagner, Emestus, & Cutler, 
2006). 
     In the context of L2 speech perception, these studies suggest that L2 learners 
might be able to show the accurate perception of L2 consonantal place contrasts in 
CV syllable conditions without having as accurate a perception as native speakers for 
one of the cues, if they can profit from the other cue. For example, L2 learners might 
be able to show the accurate perception of English stops in CV syllables without per-
ceiving the stop burst as accurately as English native speakers, if they can profit from 
the information signalled by formant transitions in the adjacent vowel. Thus, the cur-
rent study asks whether or not the native-like perception of L2 consonantal place con-
trasts in CV syllables results from the native-like perception of the individual cues.  
     The first question raises another question to be addressed. The second question 
is whether or not L2 learners’ perception of individual cues affects the weight as-
signed to each cue, if L2 learners show the different perceptual sensitivity to individ-
ual cues from native speakers. It seems that native speakers assign weight to individ-
ual cues according to their informativeness for sound categorisation so that the 
reliable category perception can be obtained (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972; Nittrouer 
& Miller, 1997). If L2 learners show the different degree of perceptual sensitivity for 
individual cues from native speakers, it leads on to the fact that informativeness of 
individual cues for L2 learners might differ from that for native speakers. Then, it 
would be possible that L2 learners weigh these cues somewhat differently from native 
speakers. 
     The two research questions in the current study can be summarised as follows. 
 
1. Does a good perception of L2 consonantal place contrasts in CV syllables indicate 
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the native-like perception of individual cues? 
 
2. If L2 learners show the different perceptual sensitivity for individual cues from na-
tive speakers, does it affect the weighting of these cues? 
 
The current study attempts to investigate these research questions by focusing on the 
perception of the English voiceless labiodental and dental fricatives (/f/-/θ/) by Japa-
nese learners of English. This case is suitable in the current investigation in terms of 
the following reasons. First, Japanese native speakers do not have substantial difficul-
ties in the perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast in syllable contexts (Lambacher, 
Martens, Nelson, & Berman, 2001), even if this contrast does not exist in Japanese. 
Secondly, in the perception of English /f/-/θ/ contrast, both of the consonant and the 
adjacent formant transitions have certain perceptual importance in English native 
speakers (Harris, 1958; Nittrouer, 2002). In other words, for the optimal perception, 
both cues must be reliably perceived and weighted accordingly. The details of acous-
tic and perceptual characteristics of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast will be discussed in the 
later sections. 
     Answering the current research questions could offer some implications in lar-
ger contexts. First, it is possible to provide some suggestions on why advanced or 
even near-native L2 learners have various persistent problems and how these prob-
lems might be solved. For example, in consonantal place contrasts, the relative 
informativeness of a consonant cue increases in front vowel contexts 
(Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972; Smits, Ten Bosch, & René, 1996) and listeners rely on a 
consonant cue more in front vowel context (e.g., Mayo & Turk, 2005). That is, in 
front a vowel context, listeners have to exploit the information from a consonant more 
accurately in order to identify the place of articulation. In the context of L2 speech 
perception, if L2 learners achieve a good perception of the place in CV syllables 
without having as accurate a perception as native speakers for a consonant cue, it 
might be the case that their perception is more vulnerable in front vowel contexts than 
in non-front vowel contexts. Thus, by examining the perception of individual cues, it 
might be possible to predict specific contexts where L2 learners have persistent 
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specific contexts where L2 learners have persistent problems. If this is the case, the 
findings could contribute to developing effective trainings for L2 learners by which 
the perception of a specific acoustic dimension can be improved. 
     Secondly, the current study could contribute to the investigation of perceptual 
cue integration mechanisms in general. A number of speech perception studies have 
shown that context-dependent perceptual informativeness of individual cues does 
matter in determining the relative weight assigned to each cue (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen, 
1972; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997). However, in the study of non-speech auditory per-
ception (Holt & Lotto, 2006) and cross-modal (visual and auditory) perception 
(Battaglia, Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003), it was found that cue weighting might also be in-
fluenced by global informativeness of individual cues determined by the whole per-
ceptual experience of perceivers (Holt & Lotto, 2006). In other words, if cue A is 
likely to be more informative than cue B in many of the perceptual situations, cue A 
might still be weighted even under a specific context where cue B is much more in-
formative than cue A. Holt and Lotto (2006) referred to cue A in this case as salient. 
In the context of the current study, if L2 learners’ cue weighting cannot be predicted 
from the perceptual informativeness of individual cues in a specific context, there is a 
possibility that the salience of these cues determined by learners overall perceptual 
experience (L1 and L2 experience) might somehow override the local relative infor-
mativeness of these cues. The current study does not attempt to offer direct evidence 
for this issue, but in a larger context, it would be an issue to be addressed. 
     Thirdly, the current study could contribute to the discussion on whether or not 
the perception of individual cues is an important issue in the study of L2 speech per-
ception. Vallabha (2006), for example, argues that the perception of the overall acous-
tic configuration matters more than the perception and the weighting of individual 
cues. Although the current study is based on the assumption that the perception and 
the weighting of individual cues matters, the results should also be discussed in the 
light of the alternative approach. 
     Thus, the current study could contribute to the study of L2 speech perception 
and, possibly, to the study of speech perception in general. 
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1.3 Structure of the Dissertation 
     The current work is an experimental study which attempts to find answers to the 
two research questions discussed in the previous sections. Chapter 2 discusses the 
previous literature relevant to the current study. First, it is discussed what kind of 
acoustic cues can signal place contrasts and how native speakers exploit them in the 
optimal way. Secondly, the influential model of L2 speech perception and its prob-
lems are presented and the following section discusses the alternative approach. 
Thirdly, the details of acoustics and perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast is dis-
cussed. Chapter 3 presents three experiments followed by statistical analyses and dis-
cussions of the results. Chapter 4 examines the experimental results in the light of the 
initial research questions and discusses their implications. Finally, chapter 5 consists 
of conclusions and implications for future research. 
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2 Backgrounds 
     This chapter summarises the previous literature relevant to the current study. 
Section 2.1 discusses studies on the perception of place contrasts. The following sec-
tion 2.2 takes a close look at issues in L2 speech perception. Finally, section 2.3 dis-
cusses the acoustics and perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast which will be ex-
amined in the current study. 
 
2.1 The Perception of Place Contrasts 
2.1.1 Acoustic Cues in Speech Sounds 
     Speech sound categories are acoustically distinguished by multiple cues. In the 
well studied case, Lisker (1986) found that the English /b/-/p/ contrast can be charac-
terised at least by 16 acoustic dimensions spreading from closure to post-closure of 
the stop articulation; duration of closure, F0 contour in pre-closure, voice onset time 
(VOT) in post-closure, among other things. 
     However, even if acoustic analyses show multiple dimensions for a phonetic 
contrast, it does not mean that listeners exploit all of these acoustic dimensions 
equally to perceive the phonetic contrast. Some of the acoustic dimensions are poten-
tially more important than others for phonetic contrasts (Repp, 1982). Listeners weigh 
acoustic dimensions so that the crucial elements for phonetic contrasts can be per-
ceived. For example, for the English /b/-/p/ contrast, VOT is considered to be a strong 
cue (Lisker & Abramson, 1970). However, it is also true that other cues do have a 
certain role in the perception of the English /b/-/p/ contrast (Lisker, 1986). It can be 
claimed that the reliable speech perception is achieved by listener’s ability to utilise 
multiple acoustic cues each of which could be imperfect of its own but forms a com-
plex speech sound category all together (Diehl, Lotto, & Holt, 2004). 
 
2.1.2 Cues for Place Contrasts 
     A number of studies have shown that place contrasts are signalled by a conso-
nant itself and formant transitions in the adjacent vowel. This claim is held across dif-
ferent manners of articulation; stops (Walley & Carrell, 1983), fricatives (Harris, 
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1958; Heinz & Stevens, 1961), and nasals (Kurowski & Blumstein, 1984; Malécot, 
1956). The relative weight assigned to each cue differs across and within different 
manners of articulation.  
     In principle, acoustic cues with bigger differences are more informative for 
listeners and are likely to be paid greater weight (Holt & Lotto, 2006). Three 
important factors which determine the informativeness of each cue are discussed here. 
First, relative informativeness of acoustic cues is context-dependent. For example, in 
the perception of stop place contrasts, vowel contexts affect the relative cue weighting 
for a stop burst and formant transitions. In general, formant transitions following the 
different places of articulation shows greater differences in non-front vowel contexts 
than in front-vowel contexts. In other words, formant transitions are more informative 
in non-front vowel contexts. As a consequence, the relative weight assigned to for-
mant transitions increases in non-front vowel contexts, while it decreases in front 
vowel contexts (Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972; Smits, Ten Bosch, & René, 1996). Thus, 
when multiple cues are available for the perception of phonetic contrasts, the percep-
tual system of native speakers weighs more informative cues depending on vowel 
contexts. 
     Two other factors which affect the relative informativeness of acoustic cues are 
the acoustic properties of a consonant and the number of place contrast that a lan-
guage has. These effects seem to be particularly important in fricatives (e.g., Wagner 
et al., 2006) and will be thoroughly discussed in the following section. 
 
2.1.3 Cues for Place Contrasts in Fricatives 
     For the perception of fricative place contrasts, a fricative itself and formant 
transitions in the adjacent vowel were found to be the two important cues (e.g., Harris, 
1958; Heinz & Stevens, 1961). The fricative cue can be decomposed into smaller cues, 
such as spectral features (Hughes & Halle, 1956), duration (Jongman, 1989), and am-
plitude (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988; Heinz & Stevens, 1961) and each of which is 
considered to have a different degree of perceptual importance. However, in the cur-
rent study, the details of individual properties contained in the fricative are not thor-
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oughly discussed. Instead, the discussion focuses on the relative role assigned to a 
fricative and formant transitions in the adjacent vowel. 
     In fricative place contrasts, besides the context effect discussed in the previous 
section, there are two other important factors which affect the relative cue weighting 
of the two cues. The first factor is acoustic differences between sibilants (e.g., alveolar, 
palato-alveolar) and non-sibilants (e.g., labiodental, dental). Sibilants are character-
ised by distinct spectral shapes, while non-sibilants have similar spectral properties 
(Behrens & Blumstein, 1988; Heinz & Steven, 1961; Hughes & Halle, 1956; Stevens, 
1960). In other words, the spectral shape of sibilants is highly informative, whereas 
that of non-sibilants is less informative. The perception studies have revealed that 
English sibilant /s/ and /ʃ/ are reliably discriminated by a fricative cue alone, but the 
perception of non-sibilant /f/ and /θ/ are largely based on formant transitions (Harris, 
1958). Thus, the relative informativeness of a fricative and formant transitions is 
partly determined by acoustic characteristics of sibilants and non-sibilants. 
     However, acoustic properties of sibilants and non-sibilants are not enough to 
determine the way of acoustic cue weighting, because the optimal cue weighting de-
pends on the sound inventory of each language. When a language has a three-way 
contrast for sibilants, for example in Polish (Nowak, 2006) and Shona (Bladon, Clark, 
& Mickey, 1987), the relative importance of formant transitions increases, because 
three sibilants have a similar spectral shape. In other words, the relative informative-
ness of fricatives decreases because of the more crowded inventory. On the other hand, 
Wagner and colleagues (2006) found that the perception of a non-sibilant /f/ by Ger-
man and Dutch native speakers does not exploit formant transitions as much as Eng-
lish native speakers do because these languages do not have the /f/-/θ/ contrast. In 
these languages, /f/ does not have to be discriminated from /θ/. As a result, the relative 
informativeness of a non-sibilant fricative cue increases because it has to be distin-
guished only from sibilants. Thus, the sound inventory of language is highly impor-




     Section 2.1 discussed what kind of acoustic cues signal place contrasts and how 
native speakers exploit them in the optimal way. Consonantal place contrasts are 
generally signalled by a consonant and the adjacent formant transitions. The listeners 
weigh these cues according to how informative each cue is in signalling the contras-
tive places. In fricatives, the optimal cue weighting mainly depends on 1) vowel con-
texts, 2) acoustic properties of fricatives, and 3) a fricative inventory. 
 
2.2 Second Language Speech Perception 
2.2.1 Speech Perception through First Language Filter 
     Section 2.1 illustrated how native speakers achieve the optimal perception of 
contrastive sound categories with the particular focus on fricative place contrasts. 
When it comes to L2 speech perception, various sources suggest that the optimal per-
ception is not readily available to L2 learners. It is known that speech perception abil-
ity starts to be reorganized to fit one’s native language even within the first year of life 
(e.g., Kuhl, 1991; Werker & Tees, 1984) and the optimal speech perception for one’s 
native language develops during the childhood (e.g., Hicks & Ohde, 2005; Hirai, Yasu, 
Arai, & Iitaka, 2005; Mayo & Turk, 2004, 2005; Nittrouer, 2002, 2004; Nittrouer & 
Lowenstein, 2007; Nitteour & Miller, 1997; Wardrip-Fruin & Peach, 1984). This de-
velopment of speech perception allows native speakers to reliably perceive the con-
trastive sound categories in their native language. However, as a consequence of this 
perceptual development, non-native/L2 speech sounds come to be perceived through a 
native-language filter, or even through a native-dialect filter (Dufour, Nguyen, & 
Frauenfelder, 2007). 
     The Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) has been an influential model of L2 
speech perception (Best, 1995). The model suggests that L2 sounds are perceived in 
reference to phonetic categories of listener’s native language. Best (1995) argues that 
the relationship between L1 and L2 sounds are based on gestural similarities and the 
degree of similarity determines how L2 sounds are assimilated into L1 sound catego-
ries, at least at the beginning of L2 learning. 
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     According to Best (1995), the perception of non-native sounds can be described 
by three types of perceptual assimilation. First, a non-native sound is assimilated to 
listener’s native sound category. The degree of assimilation differs depending on 
whether the non-native sound is perceived as a good or poor exemplar of the native 
category. Secondly, a non-native sound is perceived as a speech sound but cannot be 
categorised into any of the native categories. Thirdly, a non-native sound is heard as 
non-speech sounds and therefore cannot be assimilated into any of the native catego-
ries.  
     When two non-native sounds are assimilated into two distinct native sound 
categories, the discrimination between these non-native sounds is considered to be 
good. For example, Best (1990) found that English-speaking adults showed a very 
good discrimination for the Ethiopian ejective contrast /p’/-/t’/, which does not exist 
in English. The discrimination between these two non-native sounds is good because 
they are considered to be assimilated into English /p/ and /t/ respectively.  
     On the other hand, if two non-native sounds are assimilated into a single native 
sound category, the discrimination is generally poor. For example, it is well known 
that Japanese-speaking adults have difficulties in discriminating the English /r/-/l/ 
contrast. In this case, it is considered that these two sounds are assimilated into a sin-
gle liquid category /r/ in Japanese (Best & Strange, 1992). The discrimination of 
non-native sounds is problematic also when the assimilation of non-native sounds 
overlaps. For example, Aoyama (2003) found that the discrimination of the English 
word-final /n-/ŋ/ was problematic for Japanese native speakers because Japanese do 
not have /ŋ/ in the word-final position. While English word-final /n/ is mainly assimi-
lated into Japanese /N/, English word-final /ŋ/ is primarily assimilated into /Ng/ but 
also into /N/. These assimilations cause a problem in the discrimination of the English 
word-final /n/-/ŋ/ because the assimilation of English /n/ and /ŋ/ is partly overlapped 
in Japanese /N/. Thus, the lack of equivalent phonological categories between native 
and non-native languages causes problems in the perception of non-native sounds. 
     PAM’s account is not only limited to a phonological level but also exerts influ-
ences on a phonetic level (Best & Tyler, 2007). For example, French has /w j r l/ as 
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same as English, but their phonetic realisation is not necessarily the same in the two 
languages, especially for /r/ which is realised as a central approximant in English and 
as a uvular fricative in French. Because of this phonetic difference, French /r/ is not 
very well assimilated into English /r/ and French native speakers have some difficul-
ties in the perception of English /r/ (Hallé, Best, & Levitt, 1999). Another example is 
the perception of Thai word-final stops by English native speakers. Although Thai and 
English have the same set of stops in the word-final position, Thai word-final stops 
are invariably unreleased (Tingsabadh & Abramson, 1993) and English word-final 
stops are variably released (Byrd, 1993). Tsukada (2006) examined the perception of 
Thai word-final stops by English native speakers and found that they showed lower 
perceptual accuracy for Thai word-final voiceless stops /p t k/. The result suggests that 
L2 sounds cannot be mapped onto phonologically equivalent L1 sound categories, if 
their phonetic realisation differs. 
     Thus, the various phenomena in L2 speech perception have been accounted for 
in the framework of PAM proposed by Best (1995). However, there are some prob-
lems with this model. For example, the criterion for a particular sound to be consid-
ered as “categorised” as a specific L1 category is somewhat arbitrary. Harnsberger 
(2001) suggested that a non-native sound should be considered to be clearly “catego-
rised” as a native category if the listeners identify the non-native sound as a particular 
native sound more than 90% of the time. Nevertheless, there is no uniform definition 
on how to decide whether or not a non-native sound is considered to be “categorised” 
as a native sound. Consequently, it seems that PAM is often used as a post-hoc expla-
nation. That is, perceptual assimilation is rarely tested directly by thoroughly examin-
ing the gestural similarities and dissimilarities between L1 and L2 sounds. As a result, 
the relationship between L1 and L2 sounds are induced from how L2 learners actually 
perceive L2 sounds. Thus, it is not always clear what is actually happening in L2 
speech perception. The next section discusses one of the recent approaches which 
could add new insights into L2 speech perception study. 
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2.2.2 Recent Approach to Second Language Speech Perception 
     One of the recent approaches attempts to explain L2 speech perception by ex-
amining whether or not L2 learners use acoustic cues in the same way as native 
speakers. For example, Japanese speakers’ inability to perceive the English /r/-/l/ con-
trast was attributed to single-category assimilation in PAM’s account (Best & Strange, 
1992). However, the study by Iverson and colleagues (2003) revealed that the Japa-
nese learners’ problem resided in the weighting of F2 and F3 dimensions. They found 
that Japanese native speakers weighted F2 more than necessary, while they failed to 
weigh the F3 which is crucial for the perception of the English /r/-/l/ contrast. 
     Furthermore, this approach has revealed subtler differences between native 
speakers and L2 learners. For example, Ingram and Park (1997) found that Japanese 
native speakers were able to identify the English /i/-/I/ contrast very accurately. How-
ever, Japanese native speakers primarily rely on the durational cue for the English 
/i/-/I/ contrast and they cannot use the spectral cue as accurately as English native 
speakers (Morrison, 2002). Another example comes from the perception of the Eng-
lish word-final voicing by Dutch native speakers. Broersma (2005) found that Dutch 
native speakers distinguished the word-final voicing as accurately as English native 
speakers. However, she also found that Dutch native speakers differed from English 
native speakers in that they did not use the vocalic duration of the preceding vowel as 
an important cue for the voicing contrast. 
     Thus, the important message from these studies is that difference between na-
tive speakers and L2 learners might become clear only when the use of specific 
acoustic dimensions is examined. As already discussed in chapter 1, this finding raises 
issues in the perception of place contrasts, because the perception of place contrasts 




     Section 2.2 discussed how L2 speech perception differs from L1 speech percep-
tion. The Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best, 1995) has attributed the reason to how 
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L2 sounds are assimilated into L1 sound categories. The recent studies advanced the 
investigation further by examining how L2 learners differ from native speakers in 
terms of the use of various acoustic cues. One of the important findings is that the na-
tive-like identification/discrimination of L2 sounds does not imply the native-like use 
of acoustic cues. 
 
2.3 English Voiceless Labiodental and Dental Fricatives 
2.3.1 The Perception by English Native Speakers 
     Section 2.3 discusses the English /f/-/θ/ contrast which is used in the current 
study to examine the research questions. English non-sibilant /f/ and /θ/ are often 
confusing even for English native speakers (Jongman, Wang, & Sereno, 2000). It is 
also known that the perception of these sounds shows greater influence from semantic 
and facial information because of their acoustical similarities (Jongman, Wang, & 
Kim, 2003). Acoustically, /f/ and /θ/ have similar energy distribution and do not show 
any substantial spectral differences (e.g., Behrens & Blumstein, 1988; Stevens, 1960). 
An acoustic study by Jongman and colleagues (Jongman, Wayland, & Wong, 2000) 
also found that /f/ and /θ/ in American English cannot be reliably distinguished by 
their spectral peak location though voiced counterparts /v/ and // show distinct spec-
tral peak locations. It is important to note that the majority of these studies were con-
ducted in General American English. For English /θ/, it is known that some dialectal 
differences exist in its realisation. While interdental realisation is more common in 
General American English, dental realisation is predominant in Southern British 
Standard English (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996) which will be used in the current 
study. In general, /θ/ with dental realisation and /f/ is slightly less confusing than /θ/ 
with interdental realisation and /f/ (Jones, 2005). 
     Despite similar acoustic features between /f/ and /θ/, English native speakers 
seem to be able to identify these fricatives to some extent by isolated fricatives. 
Jongman (1989) found that /f/ is correctly identified by 50 ms of its noise portion and 
/θ/ is also correctly identified when the full noise portion is presented, though the 
identification score did not reach 100%. Although spectral shapes might not reliably 
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signal the difference, the listeners seem to be able to profit from small acoustic dif-
ferences to identify these fricatives. 
     However, in reality, the English /f/-/θ/ contrast is likely to be signalled not only 
by noise frication but also by formant transitions in the adjacent vowel. The formant 
transitions of /f/ and /θ/ are highly informative in that both F2 and F3 move to differ-
ent directions; both F2 and F3 show rising transitions for /f/, while both show falling 
transitions for /θ/. A number of studies have shown that the percept of English /f/ and 
/θ/ can be obtained without actually presenting /f/ and /θ/ fricatives. When CV sylla-
bles consisting of a neutral noise and a vowel with either /f/-transition or /θ/-transition, 
English native speakers can identify these syllables either as /f-vowel/ or /θ-vowel/ 
based on the information from the formant transitions (Carden, Levitt, Jusczyk, & 
Walley, 1981). It was also found that a vowel portion truncated from /f-vowel/ or 
/θ-vowel/ syllables resulted in significantly better identification of consonants 
(55.0-87.5%) than that truncated from /s-vowel/ or /-vowel/ syllables (0.0-22.5%) 
(LaRiviere, Winitz, & Herriman, 1975). 
     When both cues are available, it is considered that formant transitions in the 
adjacent vowel do have an important role in the perception of /f/ and /θ/, at least 
compared to those in sibilants (Heinz & Stevens, 1961). Importantly, when the places 
signalled by a noise and formant transitions are conflicting between /f/ and /θ/, the 
perception is largely affected by the information from formant transitions (Harris, 
1958). However, it should also be noted that the perception of the /f/-/θ/ contrast can-
not be completely determined by formant transitions. Nittrouer (2002) carried out cue 
weighting study with stimuli created by combining very similar natural /f/ or /θ/ noise 
with a synthetic vowel continuum whose two endpoints have appropriate formant 
transitions either for /f/ or /θ/. Even though natural /f/ and /θ/ used to create the stimuli 
were acoustically very similar, the identification function for the /f/-continuum and 
the /θ/-continuum was clearly separated. In other words, the listeners weighted noise 
frication to some extent. Thus, though formant transitions exert an important influence 




2.3.2 The Perception by Japanese Native Speakers 
     Japanese has neither /f/ nor /θ/. This sound contrast is, therefore, novel to Japa-
nese learners of English. Some studies have shown how these sounds are perceived by 
Japanese native speakers when they are adjacent to vowels. Lambacher and col-
leagues (2001) examined the perception of English voiceless fricatives /f, s, , θ, h/ by 
Japanese native speakers and English native speakers by presenting five English frica-
tives with various vowels /i, ε, а, o. u/ in CV, VCV, VC contexts. The English profi-
ciency of the Japanese participants is considered to be intermediate. The participants 
performed a five-forced-choice task by choosing the fricative sound they heard from 
“F, S, SH, TH, H”. The result showed that Japanese native speakers identified /f/ and 
/θ/ less accurately than English native speakers. However, Japanese native speakers 
(9.92%) perceived /f/ as /θ/ less frequently than, or as frequently as English native 
speakers (11.11%). On the other hand, the lower identification of /θ/ mainly resulted 
from the confusion of /θ/ as /s/ (28.23%) and not as /f/ (12.80%). In fact, /θ/ tended to 
be perceived as /s/ twice as frequently as /f/. A multidimensional scaling analysis for 
the overall confusion matrix is shown in Figure 1. It seems that Japanese native 




Figure 1. Spatial relationship of English fricatives in Japanese speakers 
(Lambacher et al., 2001, p. 340) 
 
     Researchers have explained the reason why Japanese native speakers do not 
have substantial difficulties with the English /f/-/θ/ contrast in the framework of PAM 
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(Best, 1995). The reason is attributed to the fact that /θ/ is likely to be assimilated to 
Japanese /s/ and /f/ into /h/ whose allophone is [] (Lambacher et al., 2001). It was 
also found that English /θa/ was perceived as a poor member of Japanese /sa/ by 
Japanese native speakers (Guion, Flege, Akahane-Yamada, & Pruitt, 2000). According 
to their study, this confusion between English /θa/ and Japanese /sa/ was persistent 
even in advanced Japanese learners of English who had lived in the United States for 
3 years and 1 month on average (Guion et al., 2000). One of the reasons why English 
/sa/ is persistently perceived as Japanese /sa/ might reside in the phonetic realisation 
of Japanese /s/. It is said that Japanese /s/ is realised by dental-laminal articulation and 
is acoustically distinct from English /s/ (Li, Edwards, & Beckman, 2007). In other 
words, Japanese /s/ is closer to English /θ/ than English /s/ is. Because of this phonetic 
realisation of Japanese /s/, English /θ/ might be persistently assimilated into Japanese 
/s/ even in advanced learners. 
     In summary, English /f/ and /θ/ is likely to be assimilated into two different 
Japanese categories and, therefore, Japanese native speakers do not have serious 
problems with discriminating these two non-native sounds. However, as discussed in 
the previous section, this explanation by PAM is somehow post-hoc and it does not 
show how exactly Japanese native speakers achieve the perception of the English 
/f/-/θ/ contrast. Importantly, it is not clear if Japanese native speakers can accurately 
perceive the individual cues contributing to the perception of the English /f/-/θ/ con-
trast in the syllable condition. The current study attempts to examine this issue by 
looking into how L2 learners use each acoustic cue relevant to the perception of the 
English /f/-/θ/ contrast. 
 
2.3.3 Summary 
     English /f/ and /θ/ are acoustically similar and perceptually confusing even for 
English native speakers. Formant transitions, therefore, play an important role in the 
perception of the /f/-/θ/ contrast in the syllable conditions. Japanese native speakers 
do not have a substantial problem with this contrast in syllable contexts, though it 
does not exist in Japanese. The current study attempts to have a closer look at this 
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case by examining the perception of individual cues involved in the perception of the 
English /f/-/θ/ contrast. 
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3 Experiments 
     Chapter 3 presents the experiments carried out for the current study. A design of 




     The current study was designed to test the two research questions by examining 
the perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast by Japanese native speakers. The vowel 
context is limited to /ɑ/ in this study and the vowel-context effect is not considered. 
The two research questions are repeated here in the context of this specific sound con-
trast and language groups. 
 
1. Does a good perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast by Japanese native speakers 
in /fɑ/-/θɑ/ syllables indicate their native-like perception of each cue; (a) a fricative, 
and (b) formant transitions? 
 
2. If Japanese native speakers show the different perceptual sensitivity for a fricative 
and formant transitions from English native speakers, does it affect the weighting of 
these cues? 
 
     The current study consists of three experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 examine 
the perception of individual cues (fricatives, formant transitions) by Japanese and 
English native speakers. The results from these studies show if Japanese native 
speakers have the native-like perception of individual cues contributing to the percep-
tion of the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast. Experiment 3 examines the perception of the 
English /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ syllables and looks into how the two cues are weighted by Japa-
nese and English native speakers. 
     The participants took part in Experiment 1 first and they came back for Ex-
periments 2 and 3 approximately 2 weeks after Experiment 1. Experiments 2 and 3 
were conducted in the same experimental session. The order of the two experiments 
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was counter-balanced across the participants.  
 
3.2 Experiment 1: The Perception of Fricatives 
     The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine if Japanese native speakers show 
the native-like perception of /f/ and /θ/ fricatives. 
 
3.2.1 Participants 
     Eighteen (4 male, 14 female) Japanese native speakers (mean age = 33.3, range 
= 22-50) and 18 (7 male, 11 female) English native speakers (mean age = 24.3, range 
= 20-36) living in Edinburgh participated in the experiment
1
. All reported normal 
speech and hearing. All of the Japanese participants grew up in a Japanese-speaking 
family, primarily in Japan. Among the Japanese participants, the length of residence in 
English speaking countries varies from 4 months to 20 years (mean length = 3 years 
10 months). All of them have been working or studying using English and are consid-
ered to be advanced learners of English. Most of the Japanese participants started 
studying English at the age of 12 or 13 years old when English teaching starts at 
school in Japan. There were four Japanese participants who had earlier contact to 
English. Two of them started to learn English earlier in Japan either from 6 or 10 
years old. The other two lived in the United Kingdom for 2 years and 6 months or 3 
years and 6 months during their childhood, but they constantly used Japanese in their 
everyday life. The English participants were speakers of Southern British Standard 
English. The participants were paid for their participation. 
 
3.2.2 Materials 
     Three /fɑ/ and three /θɑ/ syllables were recorded by a female speaker of South-
ern British Standard English with normal speech and hearing. The recording was car-
ried out in the recording studio in the Department of Linguistics and English Lan-
guage, the University of Edinburgh. The recordings were digitised at 22.05 kHz with 
                                                 
1
 As the mean age of the two groups was largely different, it was ensured that the ex-
perimental results were not correlated to participants’ age. 
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16-bit quantisation and were exercised using Adobe Audition and Praat. The six to-
kens were amplitude-normalised based on the single peak amplitude of a vowel. In 
order to ensure the quality of the stimuli, five native speakers of Southern British 
Standard English performed an identification test on the recorded syllables. All of the 
recorded syllables were correctly identified by the listeners. 
     Three /f/ and /θ/ fricative portions were spliced off from the recorded syllables. 
The fricative onset was defined by visually determining the location where the num-
ber of zero-crossing rapidly increases. The fricative offset was also visually deter-
mined by the intensity minimum before the onset of periodicity (Peterson & Lehiste, 
1960). The spectrum of the six tokens is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. The spectrum of the six fricative tokens 
 
From each fricative portion, four stimuli of different durations were created (Duration 
100, Duration 75, Duration 50, and Duration 25). The durations were 100, 75, 50, and 
25% of the natural fricative portions. Table 1 summarises 24 stimuli created by this 
procedure. For English native speakers, it is known that 40 ms is the shortest duration 
required for the correct identification of fricative portions, though the identification of 
/f/ and /θ/ is likely to require longer duration (Jongman, 1989). In the current experi-
ment, the shortest duration was set around 40 ms which corresponds to the Duration 
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25. The purpose of creating the stimuli of different durations is to maximise the possi-
bility of finding between-group differences in the perceptual sensitivity to the fricative 
portions. The effect of duration could have important implications in itself, but it will 
not be thoroughly discussed in the current study, because the primary interest is on 
differences between Japanese and English native speakers. 
 
 Duration (ms) 
Token 100% 75% 50% 25% 
/f/-1 168 126 84 42 
/f/-2 162 122 81 41 
/f/-3 201 151 101 50 
/θ/-1 196 147 98 49 
/θ/-2 162 122 81 41 
/θ/-3 145 109 73 36 
Table 1. Duration of 24 stimuli for Experiment 1 
 
3.2.3 Procedure 
     The experiment was conducted in a quiet experiment room in the Department of 
Linguistic and English Language, the University of Edinburgh. The participants took 
part in the experiment in an individual booth equipped with a computer. The experi-
mental software E-Prime was used to run the experiment and the sounds were played 
over headphones. The sound volume was adjusted to a comfortable level. The partici-
pants performed two tasks; (a) ABX discrimination task, and (b) similarity judgment 
task. Before the experiment started, the participants were informed that they would 
hear speech sounds in the experiment. The instructions for the tasks were displayed on 
the computer screen. The whole experiment took approximately 30 minutes. The par-
ticipants were able to have a short break between the two tasks. 
 
3.2.3.1 ABX discrimination task. 
     The fricative portions were paired with another fricative portion of the same 
duration to create a ABX discrimination pair. For example, if /f/-1 is A, B can be /θ/-1, 
/θ/-2, or /θ/-3 of the same duration. /f/-1 was not combined with the tokens of the 
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same fricative, that is, /f/-2 and /f/-3. X is the same sound as either A or B. Thirty-six 
discrimination pairs were created for each duration set. The total number of discrimi-
nation pairs was 144 pairs (36 pairs × 4 durations). The participants were asked to de-
cide if the final sound (X) was the same sound as either A or B. The interstimulus in-
terval was set to 1000 ms and the intertrial interval was set to 1000 ms. The stimuli 
were blocked by the duration in order to prevent the participants from failing to hear 
the stimuli because the stimuli with the shorter durations have smaller intensity. Half 
of the participants heard the four blocks from the shortest to the longest, and the other 
half heard them in the reverse order. For each duration set, the participants heard the 
block of 36 stimuli once.  
 
3.2.3.2 Similarity judgment task. 
     Seventy-two AB-AC similarity judgment pairs were created by combining the 
six tokens of Duration 100. In these AB-AC pairs, one pair consists of two tokens 
from the same sound (same-sound pair) and the other pair consists of two tokens from 
different sounds (different-sound pair). For example, if A is /f/-1 and B is /f/-2, C can 
be /θ/-1, /θ/-2, or /θ/-3. The 72 similarity judgment pairs were presented in random-
ised order. The participants were asked to choose a same-sound pair, hence a simi-
lar-sounding pair, between the two pairs. To choose the same-sound pair, participants 
were required not only to discriminate sounds but also to identify phonetically rele-
vant similarities and differences in these sounds. 
 
3.2.4 Results 
3.2.4.1 ABX discrimination task. 
     Discrimination scores were calculated for each individual. The scores represent 
a percentage of the correct discrimination. A repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was carried out with Duration (4 levels) as a within-subjects variable and 
Native Language (2 levels) as a between-subjects variable. A dependent variable was 
the discrimination scores. There was a main effect of Duration, F(3, 102) = 7.90, p 
< .01, 2pη  = .19. Pair-wise comparisons showed that the fricatives of Duration 75 (M 
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= 85.80, SE = 1.52), Duration 50 (M = 87.27, SE = 1.41) and Duration 25 (M = 86.73, 
SE = 1.59) were discriminated significantly better than those of Duration 100 (M = 
80.25, SE = 1.21), p < .01. A main effect of Native Language was not significant, F(1, 
34) = 2.85, p > .05. English native speakers (M = 86.77, SE = 1.47) showed the 
slightly higher discrimination score than Japanese native speakers (M = 83.27, SE = 
1.47), but the difference did not reach the significant level. An interaction effect be-
tween Duration and Native Language was non-significant, F(3, 102) = 2.16, p > .05. 
In other words, the effect of Duration was not different in Japanese and English native 
speakers.  
     Although ANOVA showed the non-significant effect of Native Language, a se-
ries of independent t test showed some differences between the two groups. In Dura-
tion 50, English native speakers (M = 90.90, SE = 1.66) showed the higher discrimi-
nation score than Japanese native speakers (M = 83.64, SE = 2.29), t(34) = -2.56, p 
< .05 (two-tailed), r = -.39. In Duration 100, there was a tendency that English native 
speakers (M = 82.41, SE = 1.91) did better than Japanese native speakers (M = 78.09, 

































Figure 3. The correct discrimination of fricatives 
 
3.2.4.2 Similarity judgment. 
    Judgment scores were calculated for each individual. The scores represent a per-
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centage of the times that a same-sound pair was chosen. The judgment scores were 
submitted to an independent t test. English native speakers (M = 60.88, SE = 2.31) 
chose same-sound pairs more frequently than Japanese native speakers (M = 50.85, 
SE = 1.84). The difference between the two groups was highly significant, t(34) = 
-3.39, p < .01 (two-tailed), r = -.49. A binominal test showed that only two Japanese 
native speakers chose the same-sound pair above the chance, while half of the English 































Figure 4. The correct similarity judgment of fricatives 
 
3.2.5 Discussion 
     In the discrimination task, though the effect of language was not strong enough 
to be significant for the overall results, English native speakers discriminated /f/ and 
/θ/ better than Japanese native speakers in Duration 50 and possibly in Duration 100. 
Importantly, both Japanese and English native speakers did relatively well in the ABX 
discrimination task. Two factors seem to account for this result. First, there were vari-
ous non-phonetic cues present in the stimuli created from natural speech. It was, 
therefore, possible that the participants discriminated /f/ and /θ/ based on 
non-phonetic cues, though they were informed that they would hear speech sounds. 
The fact that both groups did better in the shorter durations might indicate that the 
participants actually relied on non-phonetic cues to discriminate the stimuli. As 
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Jongman (1989) showed, phonetic identification becomes less accurate in the shorter 
durations. If the discrimination was largely based on the phonetically relevant cues in 
the current study, it is likely that the performance became worse in the shorter dura-
tions. Secondly, it is said that the discrimination of fricatives are generally high across 
and even within phonetic categories (Healy & Repp, 1982; Mann & Repp, 1980). In 
other words, discriminating /f/ and /θ/ fricatives might not be demanding whether they 
are native or non-native sounds. 
     However, regardless of these factors which might have facilitated the 
discrimination of /f/ and /θ/, the results showed that English native speakers did better 
than Japanese native speakers in Duration 50 and possibly in Duration 100. Thus, this 
result could support that non-native fricatives were actually more difficult to discrimi-
nate. 
     The effect of native language observed in the ABX discrimination task can be 
further supported by the results from the similarity judgment task. In the similarity 
judgment, the results showed that English native speakers were more likely to choose 
same-sound pairs. The result can be interpreted that English native speakers were 
more sensitive in detecting phonetically relevant similarities and dissimilarities, since 
they were likely to choose pairs consisting of the same sound regardless of various 
non-phonetic acoustic differences. On the other hand, Japanese native speakers were 
less likely to detect phonetically relevant cues which are necessary to categorise /f/ 
and /θ/. 
     Thus, the results from Experiment 1 showed that Japanese native speakers did 
not have as accurate a perception as English native speakers for the English /f/ and /θ/ 
fricatives. However, while English native speakers performed significantly better than 
Japanese native speakers, their similarity judgment score (60.88%) showed that the 
fricative portions were not enough for them to reliably categorise /f/ and /θ/. In other 
words, English native speakers also need formant transitions in the adjacent vowel in 
order to reliably perceive the difference between /f/ and /θ/.  
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3.3 Experiment 2: The Perception of Formant Transitions 
     The purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine if Japanese native speakers show 
the native-like perception of the formant transitions following /f/ and /θ/. 
 
3.3.1 Participants 
     The same participants as Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2 approximately 
2 weeks after Experiment 1. Experiments 2 and 3 were carried out during the same 




3.3.2.1 A synthetic vowel continuum for the ABX identification task. 
     Seven synthetic vowels /ɑ/ with varying formant transitions were created by 
Sensyn Laboratory Speech Synthesiser (Sensimetrics Org.) based on a Klatt cas-
cade/parallel formant synthesiser (Klatt, 1980). The vowel portions were synthesised 
at 20 kHz sampling rate which is the maximum value in Sensyn. Figure 5 shows styl-
ised spectrograms of the seven stimuli with varying formant transitions. 
 
Figure 5. Stylised spectrograms of the synthetic vowel continuum 
 
Various parameters were determined by examining the natural syllables /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ 
from which fricative portions for Experiment 1 were created. The duration was set to 
500 ms. F0 falls from 250 Hz to 190 Hz within the first 300 ms. F1 transitions oc-
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curred within the first 100 ms from 580 Hz to 770 Hz. The two endpoints of the con-
tinuum had F2 and F3 transitions appropriate either for /f/ or /θ/. The F2 onset value 
was varied in 78 Hz steps from 1130 Hz (appropriate for /f/) to 1598 Hz (appropriate 
for /θ/). The steady-state value of F2 was 1300 Hz. The onset of F3 value was varied 
in 48 Hz steps from 2610 Hz (appropriate for /f/) to 2898 Hz (appropriate for /θ/). The 
steady-state value of F3 was 2750 Hz. The F2 and F3 transitions occurred within the 
first 100 ms (see Appendix for F2 and F3 onset values for the synthesis). After the 
synthesis, the sampling rate of synthetic vowels was converted to 22.05 kHz for the 
presentation on E-Prime and the amplitude was normalised based on the single peak 
amplitude using Adobe Audition. 
 
3.3.2.2 Natural vowels for the similarity judgment task. 
     Six /ɑ/ tokens were spliced off from the natural speech used to create the stimuli 
in Experiment 1. Among the six tokens, three tokens had formant transitions appro-
priate for /f/ and the other three had those appropriated for /θ/. The pitch contour was 
manipulated using Praat so that F0 falls approximately from 250 Hz to 190 Hz within 
the first 60% of the total vowel duration. The purpose of the pitch manipulation was 
to prevent the participants from relying on pitch contour in the similarity judgment 
task. The amplitude was normalised after changing the pitch contour. 
 
3.3.3 Procedure 
     The venue and the experimental equipments were the same as Experiment 1. 
The participants performed two tasks; (a) ABX identification task, and (b) similarity 
judgment task. Before the experiment started, the participants were informed that they 
would hear speech sounds in the experiment. The instructions for the tasks were dis-
played on the computer screen. The whole experiment took approximately 25 minutes. 
The participants were able to have a short break between the two tasks. 
 
3.3.3.1 ABX identification task. 
     The participants heard a sequence of three sounds A, B, and X. A and B were 
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the two endpoints of the continuum, that is, /ɑ/s which have the formant transitions 
appropriate for either /f/ or /θ/. X was one of the seven sounds from the continuum. 
The interstimulus interval was set to 1000 ms and the intertrial interval was set to 
1000 ms. Participants were asked to decide if the final sound (X) was the same sound 
as either A or B. In this task, the participants were asked to identify sounds as /ɑ/ with 
either /f/-transitions or /θ/-transitions without explicitly labelling them. The partici-
pants first completed a practice session only with the endpoint stimuli as X. In the 
experimental session, they heard the block of 14 identification pairs (7 stimuli as X × 
2 ordering of A and B) for five times. In total, the participants identified each stimulus 
for ten times. 
 
3.3.3.2 Similarity judgment task. 
     This task followed the same procedure as the similarity judgment task con-




3.3.4.1 ABX identification task. 
     First, the perception of the two endpoint stimuli was examined. When X was 
either of the two endpoint stimuli, X was identical to either A or B. In other words, the 
participants simply had to perform a discrimination task for these stimuli. The per-
centage of the correct discrimination at the two endpoints were submitted to a 
repeated measures ANOVA with Endpoint (2 levels) as a within-subjects variable and 
Native Language (2 levels) as a between-subjects variable. There was no main effect 
of Endpoint F(1, 34) = 0.009, p > .05. The discrimination scores were similar at the 
/f/-transition end (M = 72.22, SE = 3.79) and the /θ/-transition end (M = 72.50, SE = 
4.05). A main effect of Native Language was not significant, F(1, 34) = 0.79, p > .05. 
Japanese native speakers (M = 71.39, SE = 5.12) and English native speakers (M = 
73.33, SE = 5.12) showed the same level of the discrimination score. There was no 
interaction between Endpoint and Native Language, F(1, 34) = 0.24, p > .05. The re-
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sults showed that even the endpoint stimuli were correctly discriminated only around 
70% level as a whole. 
     Secondly, in order to examine the overall identification function, the identifica-
tion scores were calculated for each individual. The scores represent a percentage of 
/θ/-responses for each stimulus. The steepness and the location of category boundary 
were calculated by transforming the identification scores to probit scores (Finney, 
1971). This procedure was commonly used by other studies (e.g., Mayo & Turk, 2004, 
2005; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997). For this analysis, only the participants who correctly 
identified the endpoint stimuli above 80% were included. In the current study, this 
process excluded more than half of the participants in each group. Only eight Japa-
nese and eight English participants were included in the analysis. There were some 
cases where the probit function did not show a good fit because of the one clear de-
viation near the endpoints of the S-shaped identification curve. In these cases, the 
original data point was modified in order to obtain the good fit of the curve. The re-
sults from these participants are shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 6. Identification functions for the vowel continuum 
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     An independent t test showed that the steepness of the slope was not different 
between Japanese native speakers (M = 0.75, SE = 0.10) and English native speakers 
(M = 0.57, SE = 0.08), t(14) = 1.41, p > .05 (two-tailed). It was also showed that Japa-
nese native speakers (M = 3.78, SE = 0.18) and English native speakers (M = 4.03 SE 
= 0.35) were not different in terms of the location of category boundary, t(14) = -.63, 
p > .05 (two-tailed). 
 
3.3.4.2 Similarity judgment task. 
     The correct judgment scores were calculated for each individual. The scores 
represent a percentage of the times that a same-sound pair was chosen. One Japanese 
participant was a clear outlier and was excluded from the analysis. The result showed 
that Japanese native speakers (M = 88.15, SE = 2.69) chose the same-sound pair more 
often than English native speakers (M = 81.48, SE = 2.34), but an independent t test 
showed that the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant, 

































Figure 7. The correct similarity judgment of formant transitions 
 
3.3.5 Discussion 
     In the ABX identification task, it was shown that Japanese and English native 
speakers had the same level of identifications for the formant transitions appropriate 
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for /f/ and /θ/. There was no difference between the two groups in term of the steep-
ness and the location of the category boundary between /f/ and /θ/. In the similarity 
judgment, the same tendency was held. Japanese native speakers chose same-sound 
pairs as often as English native speakers. Thus, the results of Experiment 2 showed 
that Japanese native speakers had the same degree of perceptual sensitivity to the 
formant transitions following /f/ and /θ/. 
     The results also showed that formant transitions alone were not sufficient to 
signal the /f/-/θ/ contrast. In the ABX identification task, the correct identification at 
the two endpoints reached only around 70% both in Japanese and English native 
speakers. This fact resulted in excluding more than half of the participants from the 
following analysis of the steepness of and the location of category boundary. It actu-
ally casts doubt on the experimental design used in the current study which assumed 
the perception above 80% at the two ends of the continuum. In the similarity judg-
ment, the formant transitions were categorised better than in the ABX identification 
and the scores reached somewhere between 80 to 90%.  
     Experiments 1 and 2 examined the perception of individual cues contributing to 
the perception of the English /f/-/θ/ contrast. The results showed that Japanese native 
speakers were not able to categorise /f/ and /θ/ fricatives as accurately as English na-
tive speakers, while Japanese native speakers showed the same degree of categorisa-
tion for the formant transitions following /f/ and /θ/. In other words, while the infor-
mativeness of formant transitions stays the same for Japanese and English native 
speakers, the fricative cue is less informative for Japanese native speakers than for 
English native speakers. Thus, the relative informativeness of the two cues differs in 
the two groups. 
     According to the view that the informativeness of individual cues determines 
the weighting of these cues, the results from Experiments 1 and 2 predict different cue 
weightings between Japanese and English native speakers when they hear /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ 
syllables. It is expected that, in Japanese native speakers, the reduced informativeness 
of fricative cue results in the smaller weight assigned to the fricative. Accordingly, it 
is considered that Japanese native speakers assign greater weight to formant transi-
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tions than English native speakers do in the perception of /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ syllables. This 
hypothesis was tested in Experiment 3. 
 
3.4 Experiment 3: The Perception of Fricative + Formant Transitions 
     The purpose of Experiment 3 was to examine how the two cues, fricative and 
formant transitions are weighted for the perception of /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ syllables. It was 
also examined if the syllable condition resulted in the native-like perception of /fɑ/ 
and /θɑ/ by Japanese native speakers. 
 
3.4.1 Participants 
     The same participants as Experiments 1 and 2 took part in Experiment 3. Ex-
periments 2 and 3 were carried out during the same experimental session. The order of 
the two experiments was counter-balanced across the participants. 
 
3.4.2 Materials 
3.4.2.1 Natural noise + synthetic vowel continua for the ABX identification 
task. 
     A /f/-continuum and a /θ/-continuum were created by combining one of the 
natural /f/ and /θ/ tokens (/f/-1 and /θ/-2) used in Experiment 1 and the synthetic vow-
els used in Experiment 2. Among 14 stimuli, one stimulus had /f/ fricative and for-
mant transitions appropriate for /f/, and one had /θ/ fricative and formant transitions 
appropriate for /θ/. The selection of /f/-1 and /θ/-2 tokens among the natural tokens 
used in Experiment 1 was based on the following reasons. First, the duration of these 
two tokens was around 160 ms which is a typical value for /f/ and /θ/ (Jongman et al., 
2000). Secondly, the closer investigation of the similarity judgment result in Experi-
ment 1 showed that Japanese native speakers were not able to categorise /f/-1 and 
/θ/-2 as accurately as English native speakers. Thus, using these token ensured that the 
informativeness of fricative cue was different for the two groups. The spectrum of 
/f/-1 and /θ/-2 tokens are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8.The spectrum of /f/-1 and /θ/-2 
 
3.4.2.2 Natural syllables for the similarity judgment task. 
     These natural tokens for the similarity judgment were the syllables used to 
splice off the fricatives and vowels used in Experiments 1 and 2. The pitch contour 
was manipulated in the same way as Experiment 2. 
 
3.4.3 Procedure 
     The venue and the experimental equipments were the same as Experiments 1 
and 2. The participants performed two tasks; (a) ABX identification task, and (b) 
similarity judgment task. Before the experiment started, the participants were in-
formed that they would hear speech sounds in the experiment. The instructions for the 
tasks were displayed on the computer screen. The whole experiment took approxi-
mately 25 minutes. The participants were able to have a short break between the two 
tasks. 
 
3.4.3.1 ABX identification task. 
     The participants heard a sequence of three sounds A, B, and X. A and B were 
either /f/ + /f/-transitions or /θ/ + /θ/-transitions. In other words, A and B were /fɑ/ and 
/θɑ/ with non-conflicting cues. X was one of the sounds from 14 stimuli. The inter-
stimulus interval was 1000 ms and the intertrial interval was 1000 ms. The partici-
pants were asked to decide if the final sound (X) was the same sound as either A or B. 
In this task, the listeners were asked to identify sounds as either /fɑ/ or /θɑ/ without 
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explicitly labelling them. Participants first completed a practice session only with the 
/fɑ/ and /θɑ/ with non-conflicting cues as X to understand the task. In the experimental 
session, they heard the block of 28 stimuli (14 stimuli as X × 2 ordering of A and B) 
for five times. In total, the participants identified each stimulus for ten times. 
 
3.4.3.2 Similarity judgment task. 
     This task followed the same procedure as the similarity judgment task con-
ducted in Experiments 1 and 2. The stimuli consisted of the three tokens of /fɑ/ and 
the three tokens of /θɑ/. 
 
3.4.4 Results 
3.4.4.1 ABX identification task. 
     First, the perception of the two endpoint stimuli was examined. When X was 
either of the two endpoint stimuli, X was identical to either A or B. In other words, the 
participants simply had to perform a discrimination task for these stimuli. The 
percentage of the correct discrimination at the two endpoints was submitted to a 
repeated measures ANOVA with Endpoint (2 levels) as a within-subjects variable and 
Native Language (2 levels) as a between-subjects variable. There was no main effect 
of Endpoint, F(1, 34) = 3.15, p > .05. The discrimination scores were similar at the /f/ 
+ /f/-transition end (M = 89.72, SE = 2.03) and the /θ/ + /θ/-transition end (M = 85.83, 
SE = 2.57). A main effect of Native Language was not significant, F(1, 34) = .02, p 
> .05. Japanese native speakers (M =88.06, SE = 2.88) and English native speakers (M 
= 87.50, SE = 2.88) showed the same level of the discrimination score. There was no 
interaction between Endpoint and Native Language, F(1, 34) = 1.03, p > .05. 
     Secondly, in order to examine the overall identification function, the identifica-
tion scores were calculated for each individual. The score represents a percentage of 
/θɑ/-responses for each stimulus. In order to examine the steepness and the categorical 
boundary of the identification function, the identification scores were transformed to 
probit scores (Finney, 1971) as in Experiment 2. For this analysis, only the partici-
pants who correctly identified the endpoint stimuli above 80% were included in the 
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analysis. 13 Japanese and 12 English participants met this criterion. The results from 
these participants are shown in Figure 9. 
     The steepness of the slope was submitted to ANOVA with Fricative as a 
within-subjects variable and Native Language as a between-subjects variable. A de-
pendent variable was the steepness of the slope calculated for each individual. The 
result showed that there was no effect of Fricative, F(1, 23) = 3.36, p > .05. The steep-
ness of the slope was not different in the /f/-continuum (M = 0.53, SE = 0.086) and the 
/θ/-continuum (M = 0.44, SE = 0.081). A main effect of Language was not significant, 
F(1, 23) = 0.42, p > .05. Japanese native speakers (M = 0.53, SE = 0.096) and English 
native speakers (M = 0.44, SE = 0.10) showed the similar steepness. An interaction of 
Fricative and Native Language was not significant, F(1, 23) = 0.20, p > .05. 
 
 
Figure 9. Identification functions for the /f/-continuum and the /θ/-continuum 
 
     The location of the category boundary was also submitted to ANOVA with 
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Fricative as a within-subjects variable and Native Language as a between-subjects 
variable. A dependent variable was the location of the category boundary calculated 
for each individual. The result showed that there was a main effect of Fricative, F(1, 
23) = 21.12, p < .01, 2pη  = .48. The location of category boundary was closer to the 
/f/-transition end for the /f/-continuum (M = 5.34, SE = 0.50) and was closer to the 
/θ/-transition end for the /θ/-continuum (M = 1.96, SE = 0.45). A main effect of Native 
Language was not significant, F(1, 23) = 0.43, p > .05. Japanese native speakers (M = 
3.90, SE = 0.42) and English native speakers (M = 3.41, SE = 0.44) had the category 
boundary in the similar location. An interaction of Fricative and Native Language was 
not significant, F(1, 23) = 0.45, p > .05. 
 
3.4.4.2 Similarity judgment task. 
     Correct judgment scores were calculated for each individual. The scores 
represent a percentage of the times that a same-sound pair was chosen. The judgment 
scores were submitted to an independent t test. The result showed that Japanese native 
speakers (M = 96.22, SE = 0.91) chose the same-sound pair more often than English 
native speakers (M = 84.57, SE = 2.04), t(34) = 5.22, p <. 01 (two-tailed), r = .62. The 





































     According to the result from Experiments 1 and 2, it was expected that Japanese 
native speakers assigned greater weight to the formant transitions in the perception of 
the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast. However, the result of the ABX identification in Ex-
periment 3 did not show any cue weighting differences between Japanese and English 
native speakers. The implications of this result will be discussed in the following 
chapter of general discussion. 
     The result of the similarity judgment task was somewhat puzzling. Japanese 
native speakers were likely to categorise /fɑ/ and /θɑ/ more sharply than English na-
tive speakers. This result showed that Japanese native speakers were able to reliably 
categorise the English /f/ and /θ/ in the syllable context, but it was not expected that 
the performance of Japanese native speakers exceeded that of English native speakers. 




     The results of the three experiments are summarised in Table 2. 
 
 Tasks 
Cues ABX discrimination/identification Similarity Judgment 
Fricative English did slightly better English did better 
Formant transitions No difference No difference 
Syllable No difference Japanese did better 
Table 2. The results of three experiments 
 
In the perception of fricatives, Japanese native speakers seem to be less able to cate-
gorise /f/ and /θ/ than English native speakers. In the perception of formant transitions 
following /f/ and /θ/, no difference was observed between Japanese and English native 
speakers. Finally, in the perception of /fɑ/-/θɑ/ syllables, while the ABX identification 
task showed no between-group differences, the similarity judgment indicated that 




4 General Discussion 
     Chapter 4 discusses the experimental results in light of the initial research ques-
tions. The discussion is also extended to various implications for future research. 
 
4.1 The Perception of Individual Cues by L2 Learners 
     The Japanese participants’ performance in the CV syllable condition showed 
that they could perceive the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast as accurately as, or even more 
accurately than, English native speakers. Then, the question is, as stated in the re-
search question 1, the perception of the individual cues.  
 
1. Does a good perception of L2 consonantal place contrasts in CV syllables indicate 
the native-like perception of individual cues? 
 
     The results from the three experiments seem to suggest that the native-like syl-
lable perception does not indicate the native-like perception of individual cues. While 
Japanese native speakers perceived the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast as accurately as, or 
even more accurately than, English native speakers, Japanese native speaker did 
worse than English native speakers in the perception of /f/ and /θ/ fricatives. The Eng-
lish /f/-/θ/ contrast is known to be confusing even for English native speakers (Jong-
man, Wang, & Sereno, 2000), but it is also claimed that English native speakers can 
identify /f/ and /θ/ isolated fricatives to some extent (Jongman, 1989). In the current 
study, English native speakers were more likely to show the above-chance perform-
ance in the similarity judgment of fricatives. In other words, they were able to detect 
phonetically relevant similarities and differences between these two fricatives to some 
extent. As the ABX discrimination task showed, Japanese native speakers also heard 
the differences between /f/ and /θ/, but their chance-level performance in the similar-
ity judgment indicates that Japanese native speakers were not able to decide which 
differences were phonetically relevant. This finding is particularly interesting in that 
the Japanese participants in the current study were advanced learners of English. Thus, 
the current study seems to suggest that Japanese native speakers were not able to per-
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ceive the English /f/-/θ/ fricative contrasts as accurately as English native speakers. 
     On the other hand, there was no difference between the two groups in the per-
ception of /f/-/θ/ formant transitions. The result of Experiment 2 showed that Japanese 
native speakers performed as accurately as English native speakers both in the ABX 
identification and the similarity judgment tasks. Acoustically, /f/-transitions and 
/θ/-transitions are significantly different in terms of the direction of F2 and F3 move-
ment; both F2 and F3 show rising transitions after /f/, while both F2 and F3 show fal-
ling transitions after /θ/. These different directions of formant transitions separate the 
labial and dental range of articulation not only in fricatives but also in stops. In fact, it 
is claimed that vowels with /f/-transitions or /θ/-transitions are often heard as 
stop-vowel syllables, if the listeners are not informed that the preceding consonant is a 
fricative (Carden et al., 1981). It is, therefore, likely that both Japanese and English 
native speakers in the current study heard the vowels with /f/-transitions and 
/θ/-transitions as /bɑ/ and /dɑ/ syllables. As Japanese also has /b/-/d/ contrast, it could 
explain why Japanese native speakers did as accurately as English native speakers in 
the current study. 
     However, this issue actually casts doubt on the experimental design used in the 
current study, especially in the ABX identification task, to assess the perceptual sensi-
tivity to formant transitions as a cue for fricative place contrasts. Carden and col-
leagues (1981) created a vowel continuum with varying formant transitions which is 
similar to that used in the ABX identification task in Experiment 2 of the current study. 
In their study, half of the English-speaking participants performed a /b/-/d/ identifica-
tion task, and the other half performed a /f/-/θ/ identification task to the same contin-
uum. The result showed that the identification functions differed according to the 
identification-pair given to each group. 
     In the current study, the participants were simply instructed to identify the to-
kens from the continuum as either of the endpoint stimuli in order to avoid the label-
ling of the stimuli. Considering that vowels with /f/-transitions and /θ/-transitions are 
often heard as stop-vowel syllables (Carden et al., 1981), it is likely that both Japanese 
and English native speakers actually performed a /b/-/d/ identification task. Thus, it 
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might not have been an appropriate method to assess the perception of formant transi-
tions as a cue for the fricative place contrast. As Carden and colleagues (1981) 
showed, the performance must have been different, at least in English native speakers, 
if they were informed that they should identify the place of articulation of fricatives. 
Although it is not clear if this possible methodological problem concealed differences 
between Japanese and English native speakers, future studies should consider more 
appropriate experimental design to assess the perception of formant transition cues. 
     In summary, though there are some methodological issues to be considered 
especially with the perception of formant transitions, the current study at least seems 
to show that a good perception of L2 consonantal place contrasts in CV syllables does 
not indicate the native-like perception of individual cues. This finding is interesting in 
that difference between L2 learners and native speakers might not be found if the 
perceptual accuracy is tested only in syllable conditions. Further investigations of this 
issue could contribute to practical aspects of L2 speech perception study, such as per-
ceptual training for L2 sound contrasts. 
 
4.2 Informativeness and Weighting of Acoustic Cues 
     As Japanese native speakers showed different sensitivity to one of the cues in-
volved in the perception of the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast, the next issue is how it af-
fects the weighting of the two cues in the syllable perception.  
 
2. If L2 learners show the different perceptual sensitivity for individual cues from na-
tive speakers, does it affect the weighting of these cues? 
 
     It is considered that native speakers weigh individual cues according to their 
informativeness for sound categorisation so that the reliable category perception can 
be achieved (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen, 1972; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997). In the current 
study, as Japanese native speakers showed lower sensitivity to fricatives, it was likely 
that the relative informativeness of the fricatives became lower for Japanese native 
speakers. As a result, it was expected that Japanese native speakers assigned greater 
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weight to formant transitions than English native speakers did. 
     However, the experimental result showed that Japanese and English native 
speakers did not have any cue weighting differences, even if the informativeness of 
fricatives was likely to be reduced in Japanese native speakers. There are three possi-
ble reasons for why there was no cue weighting difference between Japanese and Eng-
lish native speakers. The first two possibilities hold the assumption that cue weighting 
differences should be predicted by the informativeness of each cue. In other words, 
they attribute the result of the current study to various methodological and experi-
mental factors. On the other hand, the third account casts doubt on the role of 
context-dependent informativeness in determining the cue weighting. The following 
two sections discuss these possibilities. 
 
4.2.1 The Degree of Informativeness 
     It is possible that fricatives were informative enough for Japanese native speak-
ers to assign the same perceptual weight as English native speakers did. The following 
two reasons seem to be possible in the current context. 
     First, though Japanese native speakers showed lower perceptual sensitivity to 
fricatives, it might be that their perception of fricatives was not low enough to reduce 
the relative informativeness of the fricatives and to cause cue weighting differences. 
That is, Japanese native speakers did relatively well in the discrimination task for 
/f/-/θ/ fricatives. This level of perceptual sensitivity might be enough to assign a cer-
tain weight to the fricatives in the perception of the /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast. Nittrouer and 
Lowenstein (2007) argue that it is extremely difficult to figure out how sensitive lis-
teners should be in order to weigh a particular acoustic cue for phonetic decisions. In 
the current study, English native speakers were more sensitive than Japanese native 
speakers in terms of the perception of isolated fricatives and the difference was statis-
tically significant. However, it does not show whether this difference is large enough 
to affect the way of cue weighting. Thus, Japanese native speakers might have been 
sensitive enough to weigh fricatives as heavily as English native speakers. 
     Secondly, a cause might has resided in the stimulus creation. Two factors seem 
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to have increased the informativeness of the fricatives in the CV syllables. The first 
factor is dental realisation of /θ/ in the current study. For example, Nittrouer (2002) 
used the natural /f/ and /θ/ fricatives whose spectrum is highly similar and maximised 
the role of formant transitions in her cue weighting study of /fa/-/θa/ and /fu/-/θu/ in 
American English. However, English-speaking adults still weighted the fricatives to 
some extent. In the current study, /f/ and /θ/ fricatives used to create the stimuli were 
acoustically much more distinct than those used by Nittrouer (2002). /θ/ in Southern 
British Standard English is realised as dental rather than interdental (Ladefoged & 
Maddieson, 1996) and /f/ is more distinct from dental /θ/ than from interdental /θ/ 
(Jones, 2005). As a result, it is likely that the fricatives in the current study were more 
informative than those in the study by Nittrouer (2002). 
     The second factor is the combination of natural fricatives and synthetic vowels. 
In the cue weighting study of /sa/-/a/ and /su/-/u/ by Nittrouer (2002), synthetic /s/ 
and // fricatives were used to maximise the role of formant transitions since the natu-
ral fricatives of /s/ and // elicited the response exclusively relying on the fricatives. 
This fact implies that natural stimuli are much more informative than synthetic stimuli 
in general. In the current study, the synthetic vowels followed the natural fricatives. 
This synthetic-natural asymmetry might have increased the relative informativeness of 
the fricatives in contrast to the synthetic vowels. Thus, it is possible that, in the cur-
rent study, the role of fricatives was enhanced by (a) the relatively distinct spectra of 
the /f/ and /θ/ fricatives, and (b) the natural fricatives in contrast to the synthetic vow-
els. 
     These two possible explanations postulate that cue weighting can be observed 
when the informativeness of fricatives is further reduced. In order to examine if the 
above stated factors actually affected the result of the current study, the experiment 
can be designed so that the fricatives become less informative, for example by creat-
ing stimuli by using /f/ and /θ/ fricatives whose spectrum is highly similar or by using 
synthetic /f/ and /θ/ fricatives. If it is shown that the cue weighting exists between the 
two groups, it could be concluded that the different relative informativeness in the two 
groups affects the weighting of the cues involved in fricative place contrasts. 
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4.2.2 Local Informativeness and Global Salience 
     Another possible reason why there was no cue weighting difference between 
Japanese and English native speakers is that cue weighting might not always be pre-
dicted from local informativeness of the relevant cues. Holt and Lotto (2006), for 
example, examined cue weighting mechanism using a perceptual space defined by 
two acoustic dimensions, carrier frequency (CF) and modular frequency (MF), and 
they found that CF was assigned greater weight even when the informativeness of CF 
and MF was equated. One of the possible interpretations for this result was that CF is 
globally more informative, in other words more salient, than MF, if the informative-
ness of CF and MF is considered within the whole perceptual experience of the per-
ceivers (Holt & Lotto, 2006). Thus, local informativeness does not already predict the 
cue weighting in non-speech perception. 
     Although the study with non-speech stimuli should be cautiously interpreted 
when it is applied to speech perception studies, the distinction between local informa-
tiveness and global salience may offer some implications for L2 speech perception 
study. That is, while the local informativeness is determined in a specific L2 context, 
the global salience might be determined by both L1 and L2 experience. For example, 
in the current study, the local informativeness of the fricatives was likely to be re-
duced in Japanese native speakers. However, their experience with Japanese might 
have increased the salience of the fricatives. The Japanese fricative inventory does not 
have confusing place contrasts such as /f/-/θ/ or three-way sibilant contrasts. It is, then, 
likely that in many cases fricatives are much more informative than formant transi-
tions in the perception of Japanese fricative place contrasts. If this L1 experience af-
fects the global salience of fricatives, the reduced local informativeness of English /f/ 
and /θ/ might somehow be compensated by their global salience. As a result, the 
weight assigned to the fricative in the English /fɑ/-/θɑ/ perception cannot be predicted 
from the local informativeness of each cue, because the cue weighting is determined 
by the complex interaction between the local informativeness and the global salience. 
     This argument is highly speculative and the current study does not offer any 
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direct evidence. However, it would probably be important for the future research to 
consider the global salience of acoustic cues determined by both L1 and L2 experi-
ence. 
 
4.3 Individual Cue Perception and Configural Perception 
     The final section discusses the alternative approach to the current study. The 
current study attempted to add new insights into the study of L2 speech perception by 
examining the perception of individual acoustic cues and weighting of these cues. Al-
though this approach has revealed various interesting phenomena in L2 speech per-
ception, alternative approach is also possible. 
     The perception of the English /r/-/l/ is a good example to illustrate this issue. 
Iverson and colleagues (2003) claim that Japanese native speakers are not able to 
reliably perceive the English /r/-/l/ contrast because they are not sensitive to the 
changes in F3. However, Vallabha (2006) found that Japanese native speakers were 
not necessarily insensitive to the changes in F3 itself, and their insensitivity to F3 was 
due to a specific configuration of relevant cues in the English /r/-/l/ contrast, such as 
the duration of the syllables and the transitions of other formants. In his study, the 
same F3 changes were embedded in (a) the English /ra/-/la/ acoustic configuration, 
and (b) the Japanese /ra/ (apico-alveolar tap) acoustic configuration, and the 
perception of varying F3 was tested. The result showed that English native speakers 
detected the changes in F3 much better than Japanese native speaker in the English 
/ra/-/la/ configuration. However, when the same F3 change was presented in the 
Japanese /ra/ configuration, the performance of English speakers worsened while that 
of Japanese native speakers was improved. Based on this result, Vallabha (2006) 
claimed that L2 speech perception was better studied by a configural approach, rather 
than looking into the perception of isolated cues. 
     Although the current study was not designed to compare these two approaches, 
the experimental result might imply that the configural approach is very useful. In 
Experiment 3, Japanese native speakers performed better than English native speakers 
in the similarity judgment of the /fɑ/-/θɑ/ contrast. While English native speakers 
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chose the same-sound pairs 85% of the time, Japanese native speakers chose them 
96% of the time. It should, then, be asked why Japanese native speakers did much bet-
ter than English native speakers in the syllable condition. It is rather unlikely that the 
quality of the stimuli caused the poorer performance of English native speakers, since 
the identity of the stimuli was checked by native speakers of Southern British 
Standard English prior to the experiments. 
     It seems difficult to predict Japanese participants’ better performance based on 
their performance in the individual cue conditions. Japanese native speakers did worse 
than English native speakers in the perception of isolated fricatives and the perform-
ance of the two groups did not show any difference in the perception of formant tran-
sitions. Thus, there seems to be no source which enabled Japanese native speakers to 
perform better than English native speakers in the perception of the CV syllables.  
     On the other hand, if the finding by Vallabha (2006) is applied to the current 
study, it might be that the fricatives or the formant transitions became a powerful 
place cue for Japanese native speakers only in the CV configuration. Thus, this 
speculation raises the question of whether the perception of acoustic cues should be 
examined in isolation or in specific acoustic configurations. Although the current 
study was based on the assumption that the perception of isolated individual cues 
matters, future studies should give full consideration to the alternative possibility. 
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5 Conclusion 
     The current study showed that the native-like perception of L2 place contrasts 
in CV syllables did not indicate the native-like perception of individual acoustic cues. 
This finding is in line with other L2 speech perception studies which found that the 
difference between native speakers and L2 learners could be found only when small 
details are examined. However, the current study did not manage to link this finding 
to cue weighting differences. Various possibilities were discussed. The result might be 
attributed to the experimental and methodological issues of the current study and the 
difference between Japanese and English native speakers might have been concealed. 
However, it is also possible that the result actually reflected important issues related to 
cue weighting mechanism in general. Future studies are necessary to pin down these 
remaining problems. 
     It is also important to give full consideration to the principle assumption of the 
current study. There were some indications that L2 perception might have been stud-
ied better by examining the perception of acoustic cues in a specific acoustic configu-
ration rather than in an isolated condition. The investigations of this issue could con-
tribute not only to L2 speech perception study but also to speech perception in gen-
eral. 
     A wide scope of remaining issues should, therefore, be considered in future re-
search. Methodological issues might need to be reviewed to discover finer differences 
between L2 learners and native speakers, and theoretical issues also need to be at-
tended to in detail. In L2 speech perception study, it is also important to replicate the 
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F2 and F3 onset values for the synthetic vowel continuum 
 Values 
Continuum F2 onset F3 onset 
1 (/f/-transitions) 1130 2610 
2 1208 2658 
3 1286 2706 
4 1364 2754 
5 1442 2802 
6 1520 2850 
7 (/θ/-transitions) 1598 2898 
 
